FIELD EPIDEMIOLOGICAL WORKSHOP (FET)
Sponsored by Louisiana DHH-OPH, Infectious Disease Epidemiology

The Infectious Disease Epidemiology Section will hold a one-day workshop for non-ID-RRT (Infectious Disease Rapid Response Team) members in the following three cities: New Orleans-July 30, 2014, Alexandria- August 19, 2014 and Ruston- September 17, 2014. This workshop is targeted towards sanitarians, public health nurses, infection control professionals, disease surveillance specialists, epidemiologists, health care providers and other public health care professionals interested in epidemiological principles and outbreak investigations. The training is free of charge but must be registered for because of seating limitations.

8:00 - 8:15 AM       Registration
8:15 - 8:30 AM       Introduction     Dr. Raoult Ratard
8:30 - 8:50 AM       Outbreaks 2013       Erin Delaune/ Jose Serrano
8:50- 9:40 AM        Influenza               Julie Hand
9:40- 9:55 AM        Break
9:55 -10:30AM        Twenty Years of Pertussis Jenna Iberg Johnson/ Christine Scott-Waldron/ Theresa Sokol
10:30 -11:05AM       Exercise Q&A - Part 2 Jose Serrano

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Track 1- Hospital

11:05-11:40AM       Antibiotic Trends/ CRE Lauren Elmendorf/ Dr. Raoult Ratard
11:40AM-12:50PM      Lunch (On Your Own)
12:50 - 1:20 PM      IDRIS II and NBS - Why Change? Christine Romalewski/ Megan Jespersen/ Kristine Oines
1:20 -2:10 PM         Exercise Q&A - Part 1 Erica Washington / Dr. Raoult Ratard
2:10 -2:25PM         Break
2:25-3:00 PM         NHSN Statistical Report/ SIR Erica Washington
3:00 -3:35PM         Exercise Q&A - Part 4 Julie Hand/ Dr. Raoult Ratard
3:35 -3:50PM         Evaluations

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Track 2 - Community

11:05-11:40AM       Briefs: Cryptosporidium, Francisella, Jose Serrano / Erin Delaune
                    Endophthalmitis, West Nile, What Else?
11:40AM-12:50PM      Lunch (On Your Own)
12:50 -1:40 PM       Naegleria Erin Delaune/ Theresa Sokol/ Dr. Raoult Ratard
1:40 – 2:30 PM       Chagas/Zoonosis Update Dr. Gary Balsamo/ Dr. Raoult Ratard
2:30 - 2:45 PM       Break
2:45 -3:35 PM        Exercise Q&A - Part 3 Christine Scott-Waldron/ Angie Orellana
3:35 -3:50 PM        Evaluations